PREVENTIVE SOLUTIONS FOR safe retail
The globalized world is experiencing dangerous and dynamic challenge: almost everyone met the threat to his safety and health. Traditional models do not work so effective and realities are forcing to rethink effectively processes and customers’ experience.

The experts of Modern Expo Group, a global supplier of complete retail solutions, know how to help partners and their clients in times of global turbulence.
PROTECTIVE ACRYLIC PANELS

Solution for protection of employees of stores, gas filling stations and drugstores from direct contact with visitors

WE DO CARE:

Fully transparent acrylic protection against direct contacts

Wide customization and placement options

Can be integrated into existing equipment or can be used as additional part of surface

Easy to disinfect and clean
PARCEL LOCKER

Personal 24-hour courier that delivers orders in the most convenient time and location for customers. The person controls the order himself, reducing the number of direct communications.

WE DO CARE:

No contacts with couriers or postal operators

Contactless delivery

Indoor and outdoor options of installation

Special model with cooling, freezing and heating temperature — Freshbox
SMART SHELF

Solution that allows the retailer to avoid losses due to the out-of-stock problem and, at the same time, not physically visit every single point of sale

WE DO CARE:

Remote merchandising control
Automated analysis of the number of SKUs on the shelf, the number of goods in the “virtual” warehouse and the turnover rate
Notifications control from smartphone or computer
No need to actually visit each point of sales
Implementation on existing shelves with a pusher system, or with cameras
SELF-SERVICE TERMINAL TAGPAD

Contactless sales solutions for products sold by pieces: own-produced bakery, confectionery and beverages

WE DO CARE:

No contact with employees

No waiting in lines

Minimum interactions with the equipment

Optimization of stock monitoring

No additional equipment needed
SELF-CHECKOUT
LUNA

Self-checkouts line is about convenient and fast payment without interaction with a cashier

WE DO CARE:

No contact with employees

Reduced queues

Control scales for 2 bags as an option

Easy integration of equipment into retailer’s space
Self-checkouts line is about convenient and fast payment without interaction with a cashier

WE DO CARE:

No contact with employees

Reduced queues

Perfect for small purchases up to 5 items

Different mounting options

Easy integration of equipment into retailer’s space
We do believe that disinfection should be a must-have of all social spaces. The organic part of the interior and friendly tool for use. That is why we created Saner — to make the process of indoor disinfection convenient and accessible.

**WE DO CARE:**

- Contactless hygiene — touch fluid dispenser
- Mobility because of the built-in wheels
- Autonomous work on replaceable batteries
- Indoor use
- Convenient to use even for children
- Possibilities for individual branding
- LED indication as an option
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